Lightning is the world’s most intuitive and flexible meeting control system. It provides integrated switcher, graphics and camera control with an intuitive interface ideal for single operator use.

**Features/Benefits**

- Easily accommodate changes such as switching seating arrangements without costly service contracts or fees.

- Simplified control of broadcast equipment and automation means one operator can effectively produce an entire high-quality broadcast, without compromising unique workflow aspects of the location.

- Produce more meetings with available staff enabling shorter shifts, reduced operator fatigue, and ability to accomplish other important tasks with an improved overall work/life balance.
LIGHTNING VERSION 6.2

DYNAMIC PICTURE IN PICTURE
- Create PiP style in Lightning.
- Recall PiP and set sources from Production Screen.

FASTER USER INTERFACE
- Take Button under each camera feed to bring on air in one button press.
- Store shot button under each camera feed for one button shot saving.

IMPROVED SWITCHER INTEGRATION
- Uses OIDs to control the switcher, faster and without sync issues.
- Single button to configure a Lightning set up.
- Graphite Clip control.
- RAVE mic integration.